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JEAN-PAUL THIBAUD(CNRS, CRESSON, Grenoble)
URBAN AMBIANCES AS COMMON GROUND?
I would like to start with an expression: ‘sharing ambiances’1.There are at least two meanings underlying such an expression.On the one hand, we can question whether it is possible to
share ambiances and ask ourselves whether an ambiance can al-ways be shared, whether certain conditions must be met for anambiance to be shared, whether what is ‘shareable’ takes on a par-ticular expression when it is viewed through the lens of ambi-ances… These are what we can call ‘experienced ambiances’, am-biances as they are experienced by the senses.But we can also share conceptions about the idea of ambi-
ances and test the extent to which it is possible to agree on thenotion of ambiance, initiate a debate on the meaning and contri-bution of such a concept, experiment with types of dialogue be-tween different disciplinary fields, etc. We can call these: ‘reflec-tive ambiances’, i.e., ambiances as they are addressed by thought.To question the shared experience of an ambiance and openup the notion of ambiance for debate is quite simply two sides ofthe same coin: the two facets of sharing ambiances. This involvesthe potential crossover between the field of sensory experienceand that of reflective thought, the continuity between empiricaland theoretical realms. Here, we are already at the heart of theenigma since ambiances play on both sensing and knowing, andinvolve a certain I-do-not-know-what (je-ne-sais-quoi as commen-ted by Vladimir Jankélévitch2) that can never be fully resolved.Like Saint Augustine with time, everyone has experiences withambiances in everyday life and yet we have a lot of trouble ex-plaining exactly what they are. In order to avoid an overly generaland abstract argumentation, I will rely on short descriptions, livedexperiences and concrete situations throughout the text. This
1 This paper relies on a previous draft published in French (J.-P. Thibaud, L’énigme des
ambiances en partage, in J.-P. Thibaud - C.R. Duarte (eds.), Ambiances urbaines en par-
tage. Pour une écologie sociale de la ville sensible, Genève, MétisPresses, 2013, pp. 7-19).2 V. Jankélévitch, Le je-ne-sais-quoi et le presque rien, Paris, Seuil, 1980.
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bridge between experienced and reflective ambiances will enableme to approach this very intangible and quasi-indefinable domain.The aim of this paper is to point out various argumentswhich question ambiance as a common ground of everyday urbanexperience. This foray into the problematic modes of existence ofambiances offers proof of both the great diversity in this field ofresearch3 and of the unique precautions necessary when address-ing the topic. Indeed, ambiances demand special attention andrequire that we nurture them, otherwise they disappear or be-come subsumed into the broader fields of the environment or thelandscape. Timothy Morton4 even proposes to develop an ambientpoetics, a special attention to the writing of aesthetic experience,«a way of conjuring up a sense of a surrounding atmosphere orworld»5. Without doubt, ambiances are a fragile and unstable re-search topic and one that can be broached only after a lot of pre-liminary research. Ambiances bring to life the world around us;they make it truly inhabitable and conjure up extremely sensitiveaspects of our human condition. What would a world devoid ofambiance be like? Simply asking the question makes it clear thatnow more than ever we need to nurture this vital aspect of livingspace and living together.
Bringing the sensory to the forefrontThe use of the notion of ambiance allows us to test ordinary cul-tures from a sensory perspective and to reframe social challengesthrough the lens of aesthetic issues. To do so, it is necessary toexpand the usual frameworks of perception. Urban life is multi-faceted and relies on a diversity of sensory universes and ways ofexperiencing them6. Here, we are clearly close to an ethnographicapproach which involves distancing ourselves from what seemsobvious – non questionable – in order to allow alterity to emerge.This is similar to using unfamiliarity – breaching experiment – asa method and as a means to shift focus, like field anthropologiststrying to give meaning to what they observe. Any investigation
3 J.-P. Thibaud - D. Siret (eds.), Ambiances en acte(s)/Ambiances in action, Actes du 2ndcongrès international sur les ambiances/Proceedings of the 2nd international congresson ambiances, International Ambiances Network, 2012, on line: http://halshs.archives-ouvertes.fr/AMBIANCES2012/.4 T. Morton, Ecology without nature: rethinking environmental aesthetics, Cambridge,Harvard University Press, 2007.5 Ibid., p. 22.6 M. Diaconu - E. Heuberger - R. Mateus-Berr - L.M. Vosicky (eds.), Senses and the city. An
interdisciplinary approach to urban sensescapes, Münster, LIT Verlag, 2001.
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into urban culture as such involves an attempt to dissolve stereo-types, an effort to shake up established categories, a certain «de-rangement of the senses» (Rimbaud). As Bernard Waldenfeldshighlighted, phenomenology maintains close ties with ethnologybecause both test and deal with the pathic dimension of experi-ence7. I will return to the heuristic value of unfamiliarity andstrangeness later. For now, let me just emphasize the importanceof developing an approach that enables us to question the takenfor granted and vary the way we deal with the world. In otherwords, dealing with urban cultures requires an ability to spur in-teraction between and amongst different ways of being in theworld.A second important element that brings us even closer toambiance involves learning the lessons of an approach that istuned into the forms and expressions of social life8. We know thatusing the senses in everyday life invariably means perceivingthings, identifying objects, interpreting scenes and engaging withthe world. Yet, alongside such perceiving – such practical and cog-nitive perceptive activity – there is another, equally importantfacet to the sensory world, that is, sensing. The sensing underlyingan aesthetic experience is more about our ways of feeling theworld; it is related to affective tonalities and ways of being to-gether in a situation. In such ‘ambiental aesthetics’ we are in thepre-reflective dimension of an experience, one which involvesabove all a bodily experience and an immediate sensation. ErwinStraus identified this nicely when he distinguished between the‘pathic’ (affective) and ‘gnostic’ (cognitive) aspects of our rela-tionship with the world9. In our everyday lives, however, perceiv-ing tends to, at least partially, obscure or mask sensing.The challenge, therefore, is to bring the latter back to theforefront. In this respect, the notion of modal anthropology devel-oped by François Laplantine is a good way to incorporate ways ofsensing into research on urban life by advancing the idea of arhythmic epistemology. As he has noticed with regard to Japaneseculture, the goal is not only to describe the sensory world basedon the discontinuity of signs (which need to be interpreted as bestas they can be), but also on the continuity of rhythms (which in-
7 B. Waldenfels, Topographie de l’étranger, Paris, Van Dieren Editeur, 2009.8 J.-F. Augoyard, Pas à pas. Essai sur le cheminement en milieu urbain, Paris, Seuil, 1979.9 E. Straus, Du sens des sens (1935), trans. by G. Thines - J.P. Legrand, Grenoble, JérômeMillion, 1989.
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stead need to be modulated and varied)10. Such is the project of«rhythmanalysis» developed by Henri Lefebvre in his last book11.In other words, there is a shift here from semiotics to fundamentalaesthetics, that is capable of returning to in situ sensitivity.This is of central importance since it is one of the conditionsfor work on ambiances: the notion of ambiance loses all meaningif this sensing dimension is not acknowledged. As Gabor Csepregideclared, «To detect a particular atmospheric quality means toreach beyond the factual, the objectively given: to hear, beyondthe sound, the timbre of a voice, and to see, beyond the shape, theglimmer of a colour»12. Forays into the study of other culturalspheres, unsettling or disruptive experiences, focusing on unusualor extreme states of existence, and the careful study of breaches ofeveryday life, are all destabilising situations that bring us closer tothe sensory, affective and atmospheric immanence of urban ex-perience.As we can see, we are currently moving towards a new re-search approach – shared by sensory anthropology and the aes-thetics of ambiances – which allows us to understand culture as alever for sensitivity, and urban cultures as diverse expressions ofthe sensory world in the making. Virginie Milliot gave a very goodexample of this argument with her thorough ethnographic studyof the Goutte d’Or in Paris:Anyone who goes to Goutte d’Or for the first time has the distinct impres-sion that they are entering a very singular type of territory. It is notsomewhere that you just stroll through, flitting nonchalantly over thesurface. It is a neighbourhood that captivates the passer-by, plungingthem into a sensorial world that resonates with emotions and reactions.Both the inhabitants and those who know it well refer to a highly-specific ‘ambiance’ – that it is difficult to put your finger on – to accountfor the conflicting feelings of attraction or repulsion and familiarity orstrangeness that the neighbourhood evokes.13This line of thought involves the socialisation of sensory experi-ence, the continuous learning and day-to-day creative processesat work within the human sensorium. Thus, it is not strictly limitedto the artistic sphere since it shapes and renews itself more
10 F. Laplantine, Le social et le sensible. Paris, Teraèdre, 2005.11 H. Lefebvre, Rhythmanalysis: space, time and everyday life. London, Continuum, 2004.12 G. Csepregi The clever body, Calgary, University of Calgary Press, 2006, p. 43.13 V. Milliot, Pluralistic ambiance and urban socialisation, «Ambiances», on line since 8February 2013, connection on 6 March 2014, URL : http://ambiances.revues.org/223.
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broadly alongside and according to everyday environments. If wewanted to push this further, we could say that contemporary ur-ban space becomes the ideal place for shaping new modes of sens-ing. This argument has already been developed concerning themodern city. Georg Simmel focused on the over-stimulating char-acter of the metropolis14, Walter Benjamin emphasized the expe-rience of shock and loss of aura15 and Siegfried Kracauer notedthe various phenomena sustaining a culture of distraction16.But such thinking requires us to move beyond the practicaland functional aspects of everyday life, and not to focus solely onthe cognitive and interpretive angles of the perceptive experience;rather, they demand that we allow the human sensorium to flour-ish and be fully recognized as such. Under such conditions, sen-sory cultures emerge where feeling and acting come together, atthe meeting point of praxis and aisthesis.
Putting common experience into perspectiveAmbiances allow us to shed new light on the issue of being to-gether by initiating a dual dynamic of socialising the sensory andsensitising social life. What happens to the distribution of the sen-sible when it is framed in terms of ambiance? How do differentsensitivities deal with an ambiance? How do ambiances changethe way we think about sensory forms in social life? It is worthpointing up two fundamental aspects of ambiances which willhelp us address this issue.First, as Gernot Böhme has clearly established, atmospheresare not only internal, they are also external, they involve a sensorymedium, a third term between me and the world17. Far from beinga strictly personal experience or limited to a purely subjectivemood, ambiances never cease to make affective tonalities public.They display affective tonalities as a common sensory domain tobe seen, heard, smelled, touched and sensed. In other words, theymake them perceptible to the eyes, ears and skin of everyone. Likethe choir in the theatre of ancient Greece, ambiances make the
14 G. Simmel, The metropolis and mental life (1903), in Id., The sociology of Georg Simmel,New York, Free Press, 1976.15 W. Benjamin, The arcades project, ed. by R. Tiedemann, trans. by H. Eiland – K.McLaughlin, New York, Belknap Press, 2002.16 S. Kracauer, The mass ornament. Weimar essays, Cambridge, Harvard University Press,1995.17 G. Böhme, Atmosphere as the fundamental concept of a new aesthetics, «Thesis Eleven»36 (1993), pp. 113-126.
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tonality of current situations perceptible and accompany our sha-red life.Second, ambiances are the site par excellence in which sens-ing occurs and as such are inherently bound up with an empa-thetic relationship with the world. In other words, ambiances as-sume a means of synchronising and immediate integration intothe surrounding environment. The public nature of an ambiance’stonality and its empathetic power are two essential aspects at theroot of the issue of common experience.Numerous attempts have been made to clarify the unifyingmovement at work in an ambiance. Here, we are dealing withphenomena involving resonance, empathy, contagion, imitation,syntony, and sometimes even unison and fusion. Marc Breviglieriperfectly described the «spark of feeling» (étincelle du sentir) in-volved in assistance to the homeless persons in borderline statessuch as profound drunkenness, the sleeping mode or being chilledto the bone:the borderline situation requests at first to find a complicity with thefloating worlds of perception of the homeless person and to generate si-multaneously threads of mutual echo. But then, the question is how theatmosphere spreads and reaches the context, undoing the insensible andbringing the sensitive to the foreground.18From this perspective, ambiances are part of an atmospheric in-between, an enveloping – a means of connecting – that highlightsour ability to gel with others, to partake in a social situation. Thisis due to its all-encompassing nature and our ability to be sub-mersed in a shared ambient milieu, regardless of how fleeting orestablished it may be. The famous Russian dramatist Anton Chek-hov formulated it is very nicely:Let us take another example: a catastrophe on a crowded street. Howmany different personal moods are there? One person is afraid, anotherfull of compassion, the third burns with a desire to help, a fourth is indif-ferent, but the objective Atmosphere of the horror of the catastropheprevails over all the people concerned, regardless of their personalmoods.19
18 M. Breviglieri, De la difficulté à entrer en contact, «Ambiances», on line since 20 June2013, connection on 7 March 2014, http://ambiances.revues.org/345 (the English trans.is mine).19 M. Chekhov, On the technique of acting, New York, HarperCollins, 1991, p. 31.
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While this vague background is part of any shared experience ofan ambiance and in some respects constitutes its experiential ba-sis, it must not mask the fact that we live in a diverse world andthat our relationships with an ambiance are many and varied. Wecan therefore be all plunged together into a single ambiance (anatmospheric in-between) whilst experiencing different ways offeeling submerged. To say that «we are not in the ambiance» (ne
pas être dans l’ambiance) means that one’s lived experience is notnecessarily in perfect harmony with the dominant tonality of asituation. Beyond the empathetic relationship underlying any ex-perienced ambiance – I cannot not be attuned to the here and nowof a sensory situation in which I find myself – is another level ofexperience that is related to my sense of presence in the situation,which can be more or less pronounced, more or less tinged withfamiliarity or strangeness. It is as such not simply a matter of be-ing present together in a single situation, but of more or less feel-ing this shared presence. Rainer Kazig coined the term «culturalresonance ambiances» to designate a specific form of shared am-biance when people belonging to the same cultural backgroundmeet in particular public places such as bars, galleries, concerts20.A third aspect of common experience involves the form ofthe experience itself. Indeed, although we tend to assimilate am-biances with convivial collective experiences – saying that «thereis ambiance» (il y a de l’ambiance) usually means that a situationis lively, even friendly – they may just as easily be tense, heated,awful or conflictual. The full range of forms of sociability can bedescribed in terms of ambiance. Here, too, we are still in the realmof common sensory experience, it is just that such experience maybe problematic and unresolved, loaded with instability and pre-cariousness over the make-up and cohesion of the group itself.The goal is not to conjure up a subjective feeling but rather themovement and flow of a social situation described by an affectivetonality that is more or less positive and cohesive, euphoric ordysphoric, consonant or dissonant, and which is quite likely toevolve over time in one way or another (towards a resolution ordeterioration).In a nutshell, ambiances lead us to think about common ex-perience within a complex web comprised of an ‘existential’ di-mension (empathy with the ambient world); a ‘contextual’ dimen-
20 R. Kazig Vers une culturalisassions de la recherche sur les ambiances, in J.-P. Thibaud -C. R. Duarte (eds.), op. cit., pp. 37-48.
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sion (degree of presence in the situation); and an ‘interactional’dimension (forms of sociability expressed in the tonality).
Initiating a political ecology of ambiancesAmbiances are part of current changes to lived-in spaces and areinvolved in the processes transforming urban territories. Whileambiances provide an original way of thinking about inhabitantexperiences, they also involve extremely important design andplanning issues. What are the socio-political consequences of am-biance-based urban design? How can we test and implement thecritical strength of the notion of ambiance? How do ambianceschange the way we design everyday environments? When we asksuch questions, it is not only the ambiance as a given or pre-exist-ing milieu that is under the microscope, but also the creation ofambiances, the ambiantação according to the delightful term usedin Brazil. Such interest in the processes, conditions and means ofcreating ambiances in urban space is a precursor for a possiblepolitical ecology of ambiances.Let me first note that if sensory issues are gaining in impor-tance in practices and representations of the contemporary world– ranging from the private sphere to the public domain – it is nec-essary to have a basic shared understanding of the term, other-wise we run the risk of depriving it of the elements underlying itsheuristic force and critical strength. While the sensory world hasan inherent affective side, it must not be confused with the realmof sentimentality, an avatar of contemporary compassion monger-ing, with political sentimentality or other spheres of collectiveresignation. Moreover, the sensory experience bound up with am-biances is not the same as that encountered in the gratuitous lux-ury, facile comfort or contemporary cosmetics far too often foundin advertising discourses and other commercial contexts21.Similarly, the current rise of augmented reality and embed-ded technologies can by no means claim to cover the field of am-biances and replace fundamental reflections into contemporaryliving spaces. Obviously, the notion of ambiance that I wish topromote cannot and must not be written off as a simple product ofpostmodern sentimentality, something of purely commercial va-lue bound up with a strictly hi-tech environment. That said, a poli-tical ecology of ambiances cannot ignore the increasing develop-
21 J.-F. Augoyard, Faire une ambiance?, in Id. (ed.), Faire une ambiance, Bernin, À la Croi-sée, 2011, pp. 17-35.
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ment of means of instrumentation and instrumentalisation of thesensory world. This involves updating how the everyday sensoryenvironment is framed, programmed and governed22. We maytherefore ask how an ambiance-based approach positions itself,amidst the tension between planning strategies and inhabitanttactics, between the spheres of power and resistance movements.In brief, to what extent can an ambiance-based approach avoidaddressing the ethical and political issues inherent to all urbanand planning work?This could be the starting point for a whole new field of re-search focused on deconstructing the deep meaning behind theaestheticisation of public places currently underway23. It would benecessary to point up the logic underpinning territorial and sen-sory branding, research the public and cultural policies underpin-ning sensory planning, and test hypotheses about the pacifica-tion24, sanitization25 and normalisation of shared sensory spa-ces26. The goal would be to develop critical analysis of the currenttypes of sensory implementation by combining a molar and mole-cular approach that aims to understand the socio-aesthetic issuesembedded in the most ordinary urban contexts, and which wouldclarify the implicit distribution of the sensible that they mobiliseor renew.Yet, we must not forget or underestimate the regular, basicongoing creation of urban ambiances by city dwellers themselves.Indeed, one of the lessons that ambiances teach us is that lived-inspace is not a mere reflection of how designed spaces are re-ceived. Inhabitant activity itself – as witnessed in sensory percep-tion, practical action, cultural expression and social interaction –is part of ambiance creation in urban spaces. While going abouttheir ordinary lives, city dwellers configure the ambient environ-ment, demonstrate multiple competences and activate diverse
22 A. Amin - N. Thrift, Cities. Reimagining the urban, Cambridge, Polity Press, 2002.23 M. Hajer - A. Reijndorp, In search of new public domain, Rotterdam, NAI Publishers,2001.24 R. Sennett, Espaces pacifiants, in I. Joseph (ed.), Prendre place. Espace public et culture
dramatique, Paris, Editions Recherche - Plan Urbain, 1995, pp. 129-136.25 R. Thomas, Décrire l’arrière-plan corporel de l’expérience urbaine, in J.-P. Thibaud - C.R. Duarte (eds.), op. cit., pp. 227-239.26 M. Breviglieri, Une brèche critique dans la ville garantie? Espaces intercalaires et archi-
tectures d’usage, in E. Cogato Lanza - L. Pattaroni - M. Piraud - B. Tirone (eds.), De la
différence urbaine, Genève, MétisPresses, 2013, pp. 213-236.
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know-how27, and are at the centre of micro-resistance to space-ti-me configurations seen as too restrictive or inhospitable28.There is already an abundance of scientific research that ad-dresses this logic of opportunity, of kairos, of making-do. One lessexplored area, however, is the realm of ambiances itself. Whatexactly does it mean to acclimatise and become acclimatised to asituation? How do forms of social life set the tone of a territory?What are the vectors driving an intensification of experience?How much room should be left to improvisation in the creation ofa sensory environment? Here too, lies a wealth of questions thatcould help us assess the breadth of everyday practices in theoverall economy of urban ambiances.Everything points to the fact that the notion of ambiance isin the process of becoming a key to the way we think about andunderstand transformations in the contemporary urban environ-ment. Like Janus, ambiance appears to have two faces: it is thecritical analysts and decoders of the most cutting-edge trends insensory branding of all kinds; and it is a particularly efficient toolfor conditioning and presenting diverse commercial and mercan-tile environments. This dichotomy is not of course as black andwhite as it appears, as illustrated by the place and role of artisticaction, which can be both a sphere for the legitimisation of mar-keting logic and a space for destabilising the perceptively obvious.In other words, far from being neutral, the notion of ambianceappears to be bound up with the socio-aesthetic strategies under-pinning changes to the sensory world of the future.
Questioning what in situ is aboutAs we previously said, ambiances are intrinsically bound up witha relationship of immersion within the surrounding world. De-scribing an experience in terms of ambiance pushes us to definewhat it means to be submerged in a milieu and requires that weexamine in situ issues under a new light. How can we think aboutsituated experiences in terms of ambiance? What is the relation-ship between an ambiance and a situation? What role does thesensory play, given the contextual nature of shared experience?
27 M. de Certeau, The practice of everyday life, trans. by S. Rendall, Berkeley, University ofCalifornia Press, 1984; I. Joseph. (ed.), L’espace du public. Les compétences du citadin,Paris, Editions Recherches, 1991.28 F. Dultra Britto - P. Berenstein Jacques, Corpographies urbaines. Pour un urbanisme
plus incorporé, in J.-P. Thibaud - C. R. Duarte (eds.), op. cit., pp. 217-226.
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A lot of research in the field of micro-sociology has empha-sised the importance of situation as a register for analysis and as ablueprint for experience29. An ambiance-centric approach is themost likely part of this general trend towards reassessing the mi-cro-logic and contextual aspects of social life. Here too, we canschematically identify three research pointers which address in
situ issues: the embodiment of situated experiences, the porousnature of sensory spaces, the efficiency of equipment and thebuild environment.With regard to the embodiment of situated experience, weneed to understand all of the consequences related to the fact thatthe body is the first site from which ambiances are experienced30.The immediacy of sensing is experienced first and foremost in aphysical experience and is part of what phenomenology describesas a pre-reflective experience. The immersion phenomenon is assuch part of a dual movement of incorporation and expression, ofphysical feeling and sensory-motor phenomenon. We could per-haps talk about ambient gestures31, meaning the basic sensory-motor patterns that make up an ambiance: an ambiance can beheavy or relaxing, stimulating or reassuring, energising or hyp-notic… But while such sensing by the body provides an initial keyfor understanding immersion phenomena (in terms of sensory-motor solicitation), we also need to examine its social and imag-ined repercussions. This is where the intercorporeal comes intoplay, the place ballet32, the tacit interactions that occur for exam-ple between passers-by in urban public spaces.Is it relevant then to talk about a ‘common body’? How canwe collectively be as one with an ambiance? In other words, notonly the body itself, but also intra-body, inter-body, and body-to-body experiences. Further, the sensory-motor level of experienceis not limited to the immediate here and now; it also calls on other
29 E. Goffman, Behavior in public places: notes on the social organization of gatherings,New York, The Free Press, 1963; I. Joseph, Erving Goffman et la microsociologie, Paris,PUF, 1998.30 H.	Schmitz	-	R.O.	Müllan	- J. Slaby, Emotions outside the box. The new phenomenology of
feeling and corporeality, «Phenomenology and Cognitive Science» 10 (2011), pp. 241-259.31 J.-P. Thibaud, La fabrique de la rue en marche. Essai sur l’altération des ambiances
urbaines, «Flux. Cahiers Scientifiques Internationaux Réseaux et Territoires» 66 (2007),pp. 111-119.32 D. Seamon, Body-subject, time-space routines, and place ballets, in A. Buttimer - D.Seamon (eds.), The human experience of space and place, New York, St. Martin’s Press,1980, pp. 148-165.
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phenomena tied to involuntary memory which link up past ex-periences and transport the subject to previously experiencedspace-time configurations. A smell will take me back in time; asound will remind me of another situation… This involves animaginary opening of the ambient world which uses processes ofsensory association, metaphorisation and sedimentation. In otherwords, immersion here involves the choreography of close bodiesand the interconnection of experienced situations.With regard to the porous nature of sensory spaces, it ismore a matter of the ways situations are filtered and how the pub-lic pays attention. For one, all ambient situations are like enve-lopes, «atmospheric skins»33 or «interactional membranes»34framing our relationships with the immediate environment. Peo-ple involved together in a single situation – for example talking orwalking together – share a special interaction which places themin an ‘interactional bath’ or an atmospheric flow «that seizes themby encompassing them, directing the two of them together»35.Such experiences are not, however, impermeable to happeningsand events in the surrounding environment (being questioned, anincident, etc.). The challenge is thus to describe the interactionand co-penetration that occurs between a social situation and anurban context, how situational commitments are shaped andmodelled by what goes on, and the adjustments that take placebetween the tonality of a social interaction and that of an ambientmilieu. Yet, the shape and scope of types of attention are also ofvital importance since they lead to subtle changes based on thepossibility of playing on peripheral attention and attentional thre-sholds (distracted listening, unfocused vision, divided attention,fringes, etc.). As Juhani Pallasmaa very accurately remarked: «Pe-ripherical vision integrates us with space and its events, whilefocused vision pushes us out of the space and makes us mere ob-servers»36.Finally, the efficiency of equipment and material apparatus
33 J. Hasse, Die Wunden der Stadt. Für	eine	neue	Ästhetik	unserer	Städte, Wien, Passagen,2000; T. Griffero, The atmospheric ‘skin’ of the city, «Ambiances», on line since 20 No-vember 2013, connection on 13 February 2014, URL: http://ambiances.revues.org/399.34 S. Bordreuil, Ambiances, partage d’ambiances et prisme interactionnel, in J.-P. Thibaud -C. R. Duarte (eds.), op. cit., pp. 139-154.35 H. Tellenbach, Analyse phénoménologique de la rencontre inter-humaine dans le dasein
normal et pathologique, in J.-F. Courtine (ed.), Figures de la subjectivité, Paris, Editions duCNRS, 1992, pp. 109-118.36 J. Pallasmaa, Selfhood and the world. Lived space, vision and hapticity, in M. Diaconu - E.Heuberger - R. Mateus-Berr - L.M. Vosicky (eds.), op. cit., pp. 49-62, here p. 60.
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highlights the active role of built environments in the productionof immersive phenomena. This concerns how an ambiance is en-veloped, and the sensory effects it produces. Depending on themorphological and material features of the built environment, thespace is more or less open or closed, dilated or contracted, airtightor porous. A person’s sense of being surrounded is more or lesspronounced depending on the depth of their gaze, the extent oftheir movement or the range of their hearing.Anne Jarrigeon well illustrates this overlap between thebuilt forms, the social conducts in public and the atmosphere ofthe place:Les Halles [in Paris] aspire, they absorb the flows of encounter, the in-habitants commuting, the determined paths they catalyze before expel-ling them to the surface. It is a transit point for many: in Les Halles, werun, we go, we find ourselves and then escape, even without reachingdaylight. [...] The general deprivation of perspective and the lack of ar-ticulation between spaces contribute to the production of a particularlytiring social life, subject to a requirement of fluidity. [...] Les Halles is in-deed living in melee, in a general atmosphere made of voltage, accelera-tion, rapid intersections governed by a true performance of avoidance.37More generally, however, we may wonder whether we are wit-nessing the emergence of new fields of design or new means andconditions for the production of the city. The intentionality of de-signers is not limited to the production of ground-breaking builtforms and new sustainable environments; it also touches upon theintentional creation of original sensory environments. Urbanchanges appear no longer to be the sole product of physical plan-ning; they are also based on the «atmospherisation»38 of livingspaces and appear to benefit fully from the potentiality of the in-tangible world. In other worlds, more and more we tend to designalso sensory atmospheres and affective tonalities.Lastly, we should note that an ambiance-based approach af-fects the way we think about the role and place of inhabitants inthe make-up of territories. This involves the question of livingspace present in any transformation of space. As a form of sensorylife, ambiances place inhabitants at the very centre of urban de-bates. They also help point up how city dwellers contribute to
37 A. Jarrigeon, L’ambiance des foules anonymes, in J.-F. Augoyard (ed.), Faire une am-
biance, Bernin, A la Croisée, 2011, pp. 261-267, here pp. 264-265 (the English trans. ismine).38 H. Tellenbach, Goût et atmosphère, Paris, PUF, 1983.
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shaping their living space on a daily basis through their most or-dinary, everyday actions. In sum, ambiances contribute in twoways to thinking about embodiment and empowerment by mak-ing the sensory a showcase for different ways of living and helpinginhabitants become ordinary experts of their living spaces.So what can we say about the enigma of sharing ambiances?There is a constant search for new connections and other focuses(or, better, defocalisation). There is a need to experiment, varypoints of view, make art and science resonate, and to experimentwith totally new types of writing. Do ambiances not sensitize tourban thought as well as social lifeforms?
